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I The National Council for Geographic Information ( CNIG)

CNIG is a consultative authority to the French Ministry of Equipment whose aim is to co-ordinate

various producers' activities, have them concert with users and so develop geographic information

within public and private sectors.

It regroups producers1»main user-ministries' and local authorities' representatives.
All problems related to geolocalized data collection, processing and distribution and all relevant

technologies fall within its scope.
It is structured into specialized commissions and working groups including particularly the

National Commission for Toponymy.

II Toponvmic problems in Africa:

Last June the French National Commission for Toponymy held a franco-africain seminar aiming to
study problems related to names collection and processing in african countries along with

standardization and topomymic databases .

The importance of both toponymy and all its uses was first reminded; a number of problems

resulting from the continent's linguistic complexity were emphasized and a study on Afiican

linguistic groups was set out.

Then problems were listed out such as several names for a sole entity, a sole name for various

places, wrong transcriptions distorted names, displaced or unknown ones,...

Proposals for improving names collection were set forth and well-trained operators' lack was

pointed out.
Need for a transcription system, applied to unwritten idioms, was demonstrated, and its

characteristics drawn up: adaptation to idioms to be transcribed, easy use, exactness and clarity,
compatibility with computer processing.

Standardization was shown up as a priority as to toponyms processing, transcription system

selection, administrative toponyms, administrative toponyms orTtcialization and operators' training

were considered as the most urgent tasks.
The creation of a National Commission for Toponymy was recommended for solving all these

problems; as it will regroup producers' and users' representatives, the scope of its skills and powers
should be clearly defined. Likewise, it should be given running means and be supported by political

authorities in order to avoid becoming an inactive organization as it is often the case.
Lastly, the advantage of a toponymic database was acknowledged but without being a priority task;

likewise opinion was divided on choosing between a national or a regional database and
theexample of the documentary cartographic database set up under OACT's aegis will help to make

a choice.


